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The growing interest and use of composite materials in industry has been constant in the last few
years. Their extremely complicated microstructure (Figure 1a) determines their macroscale behaviour.
There is thus a need of methods to accurately account for these micro details directly at the macro
scale. The advances of computational science have allowed to tackled such problems numerically. The
computational homogenization method based on finite elements has become quite popular in mechanics.
Computational homogenization is based on the resolution of problems defined at two scales: the
macro scale and the micro scale problems and the transfer of missing information between both scales.
For instance, the missing macro scale constitutive law can be obtained from the solution at the micro
scale (e.g.: using the averaging theory) and inversely, proper boundary conditions for the micro scale
problems can be determined from macro scale quantities.
We have used this method to develop a finite element code that can be used to solve nonlinear magne-
tostatic problems in heterogeneous multiscale materials. Results of magnetic field for a one-dimensional
problem are displayed in Figure (1b). Curves labeled fine correspond to reference macroscale solutions
defined on a very fine mesh. The curve labeled computational is the microscale solution obtained using
computational homogenization and the method is shown to be accurate at the microscale.
(a) Complexity of the
PHTR46B4 foam microstructure.
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(b) Comparison of magnetic field results
over the RVE. Computational homogeniza-
tion results are accurate at the microscale
Figure 1: Results of the computational homogenization for heterogeneous materials in magnetostatics
In this work, we will extend the computational homogenization method to magnetodynamic prob-
lems. Whereas for the magnetostatic problem only magnetic quantities are considered, for a magne-
todynamic problem it is necessary to consider both the electric and magnetic fields in scale transitions
(consistency of electric and magnetic fields and energies at both scales and proper boundary conditions
at the microscale for both fields).
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